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FRI 19 JAN 2018  

Inspired by Romeo and Juliet this filmed 
version of the Broadway musical follows the 
escalating tensions between rival teenage 
gangs, the all white Jets and the Puerto 
Rican Sharks. Tony and Maria fall in love 
despite the hatred  between their best  
friends and relatives and the romance is 
destined to end tragically.

West Side Story became one of the 
most popular film musicals in history 
largely because of the choreography and 
combination of jazz, acrobatics and ballet, 
winning ten academy awards.

Original music by Leonard Bernstein and 
lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. 

DIRECTED BY ROBERT WISE & JEROME ROBBINS, 153 MINS. 1961

NATALIE WOOD, RICHARD BEYMER, GEORGE CHAKIRIS, RUSS TAMBLYN AND RITA MORENO

Join us in Aylsham’s Town Hall for films voted for by our audience as 
well as our first of more recorded theatrical perfomances in December. From the sweeping 
Mongolian Steppes to the passionate musical of West Side Story. November’s film classic 
comes with two intervals with cocktails from the Mixologists. Witness the lives of East Germans 
terrorised by their own secret police in October and discover the story of three African American 
women written out of the history of America’s space agency NASA ... until now.

FRI 16 FEB 2018

The space race is on and and after 
successful Soviet satellite launches, the 
pressure mounts for America to be the first 
to reach the moon. Against a backdrop of 
racism and prejudice three black women 
prove that their expertise is indispensable 
to the NASA space programme.  After a 

visit by a friendly John Glenn the women 
employ previously unknown mathematics 
to ensure the success of the programme, 
ultimately leading up to Apollo 11. A 
heartwarming film, revealing this barely 
known story in an era before the civil 
rights movement.

DIRECTED BY THEODORE MELFI.  127 MINS. 2016

TARAJI HENSON, OCTAVIA SPENCER, JONELLE MORAE, KEVIN COSTNER, KIRSTEN DUNST

“... an uplifting 
plea for 

equality, this 
is a story 

calibrated 
for maximum 

effect”
EMPIRE

ALL TICKETS £5 • FROM BARNWELL’S NEWSAGENTS, MARKET PLACE, AYLSHAM

MEMBERS OF MEMBERS OF SUPPORTED BY Aylsham Picture House relies on 
ticket sales and donations to show 
films at affordable prices and carry out 
educational projects within Aylsham 
and surrounding areas. Please make a 
donation online to support our work.

DRAMA PG

MUSICAL PG SEASON FIVE
SEPT 2017 – FEB 2018WEST SIDE 

STORY
“...stark 

approach to a 
raging social 
problem and 

realism ... may 
set a pattern for 

future musical 
presentations..” 

VARIETY

FRI 16 FEB 2018

FRI 22 SEPT 2017

FRI 20 OCT 2017

FRI 10 NOV 2017
CLASSIC DRAMA PG

FRI 08 DEC 2017

FRI 19 JAN 2018

DRAMA PG

 

MUSICAL PG

RECORDED PERFOMANCE 15

SPY THRILLER 15

DOCUMENTARY SUBTITLED U

THE LIVES 
OF OTHERS

H I D D E N 
F I G U R E S

H I D D E N 
F I G U R E S

+ INTERVAL



FRI 22 SEPT 

THE EAGLE 
HUNTRESS  

Our Audience Choice winner follows 
the story of a thirteen year old Kazakh girl 
from Mongolia, as she attempts to become 
the first female eagle hunter to compete in 
an eagle hunting festival in Ulgii, Mongolia. 
She belongs to a family of nomads who 
spend their summers in yurts in the desert 
and their winters in towns. The menfolk 
of her family have been eagle hunters for 
seven generations. Aisholpan learns to train 

golden eagles with her father’s help, and 
having captured and trained her own eaglet, 
she eventually becomes the first female 
to compete in the festival, against much 
male opposition from other traditionalist 
competitors. This is a refreshing and 
unusual documentary, with thrilling 
cinematography, which was nominated both 
for an Academy Award and a BAFTA prize. 
This is our first documentary presentation.

DIRECTED BY OTTO BELL, 87 MINUTES, 2016 

FRI 8 DEC  

This is a recording of a play rich in humour 
and pathos where the action takes place in 
a pub in Oldham belonging to Harry Wade 
(Morrissey), once assistant to England’s 
most famous hangman, Albert Pierrepoint. It 
is 1965, and capital punishment has been 
abolished in Britain and Harry’s pub is filled 
with sycophantic admirers - as well as a 

slightly sinister young man from down south. 
When Harry’s daughter disappears, the 
plot thickens and is by turns hugely funny 
and shockingly violent asking searching 
questions about English parochial repression, 
capital punishment and family tensions. Not 
to be missed and winner of the Lawrence 
Olivier award for best new play of 2016.

DAVID MORRISSEY,JOHNNY FLYNN,AND ANDY NYMAN

Including 
an interval, 

with Russian 
cocktails with 

the return of 
the famous 

Mixologists!

“... this is a 
movie that 

expands your 
sense of what is 
possible. A girl 

can hunt with 
an eagle. A 

camera can fly.”
NEW YORK TIMES 

• DOOR OPEN 6.30PM (DR ZHIVAGO 6PM) • LIVE MUSIC • BAR FOR REFRESHMENTS & SNACKS  • MAIN FEATURE 7.30PM (DR ZHIVAGO 7PM)  •  EMAIL HELLO@AYLSHAMPICTUREHOUSE.COM   

Thank you for your support.  Please send us your feedback and help us to improve what we do.  Make suggestions for films you would like to see in the future  
Email for the attention of Paul to hello@AylshamPictureHouse.com.  Volunteer via www.AylshamPictureHouse.com – see more details under Join Our Team

This David Lean epic, more or less based 
on Boris Pasternak’s 1957 novel, is a 
cinematic feast for the eyes. It tells the 
story in flashback of the life of Zhivago 
(Sharif) and his wife Tonya (Chaplin) who 
first meet as children  when the orphaned 
Zhivago is taken in by Tonya’s parents. 
Tonya and Zhivago eventually marry, 
but during the First World War and the 

Russian Revolution, Zhivago, by now a 
young doctor, meets and falls in love 
with the beautiful Lara (Christie), against 
the backdrop of the fighting and political 
intrigues. Lean’s handling of the physical 
aspects of the material is spectacular: 
the scenes of the Revolution, the harsh 
Russian winters and Zhivago’s trek 
through the steppes are all stunning.   

DOCUMENTARY

15 RECORDED 
THEATRE 

PERFORMANCE 
  

OMAR SHARIF, JULIE CHRISTIE, ROD STEIGER, ALEC GUINNESS AND TOM COURTENAY

DIRECTED BY MATTHEW DUNSTER, 150 MINUTES, 2016

FRI 20 OCT 

Oscar winning first feature from von 
Donnersmark and is set in East Berlin in the 
1980’s. The ministry of culture decides to 
investigate a successful playwright (Koch) 
and his actress lover (Gedeck). The bugging 
of his apartment by the Stasi profoundly 
affects the artists and their friends as well 
as the secret police surveillance expert 

(Muhe), who comes to question the ethics 
of his work. The excellent script and sombre 
noir camera work establish an atmosphere 
of suspicion, fear and doubt, and the superb 
performances ensure the success of this 
taut thriller which examines the compelling 
story of individuals shaped by the repressive 
society of communist East Germany.

DIRECTED BY FLORIAN VON DONNERSMARK, 138 MINS, 2006

Martina Gedeck, Ulrich Muhe and Sebastian Koch

“... a 
magnificent 

tribute to the 
human soul”

THE TELEGRAPH

SPY THRILLER

HANGMEN

SUBTITLED U
FRI 10 NOV 

DIRECTED BY DAVID LEAN, 193 MINUTES, 1965

DR ZHIVAGO
CLASSIC DRAMA

  PG

“... drop-dead 
hilarious 

... perfectly 
executed.”

THE INDEPENDENT

+ INTERVAL

INC. INTERVAL
SUBTITLED 15


